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Structure of talk

1.  Scales of tests of General Relativity:
Common Parametrizations measuring deviations.

2.  Cosmological Scales
Growth of Density Perturbations
Tension of Growth Data with Planck15 ΛCDM
Evolution of Tension with Time of Publication
Easing the Tension with Evolution of Newton Constant Geff(z)
Reconstruction of Scalar-Tensor Theory.

3.  Sub-mm new forces (small scale gravity experiments)
Oscillating Parametrizations of G(r): Improved fit to Data
Theoretical Models: f(R) theories, Infinite Derivative Gravity



Scales of GR Tests I: 
Sub-mm Scales: Space Translaton Invariance of G

Yukawa Parametrization:

Constraints from

Theoretical Motivation:

What if 1/6m2 <0?Similar result for massive 
Brans-Dicke theories

� ��� (� )=� (1+� � −�� ) 



Scales of GR Tests II: 
Cosmological Scales-Λ, Dark Energy or 

Modifed Gravity
Newtonian Gauge Cosmological Perturbations:

Modified Poisson equations:

Geff (matter density perturbations), GL (lensing of light)
parametrize deviations from GR  (Geff=GL=GN in GR)

 



Basic Questons

1. Is GR consistent with data on each scale? 

2. What is the optimum parametrization of Geff in providing the 
best quality of fit to the data?

3. What are the theoretical models that support such parametrization?



Tension from Weak Lensing

Weak Lensing probes gravitational growth and 
indicates tension with Planck15/ΛCDM



RSD: Observatonal Probe of Perturbaton Growth

Growth rate:

Density rms fluctuations within spheres of radius R = 8h-1Mpc

Observable:

Define H(z) parametrization:

Solve the dynamical growth equation to obtain δ(α,w,Ω0m)  (set Geff/GN=1):

Construct theoretically predicted fσ8(a,σ8,w,Ω0m): 



Constructon of Likelihood 
Contours for GR  (Gef/GN=1)

Construct theoretically predicted fσ8(a,σ8,w,Ω0m): 

Construct χ2(σ8, w,Ω0m): 



fσ8(z) Growth Data (2016) 



Robust Independent fσ8(z) Data
Dataset 1



Updated fσ8(z) Growth Data (2018): Dataset 2 



Fiducial Model Correcton
Alcock Paczynski effect:

True Galaxy separation:

Fiducial Model Galaxy 
Separation:

AP Induced Anisotropy:

Correction Factor:



Datasets and Model Predictons
Dataset 2  (63 datapoints). Dataset 1 (18 selected datapoints) 

Planck15ΛCDM+evolving Gef



Likelihood Contours: Dataset 1

Tension  between growth data contours and corresponding Planck15/ΛCDM best fit



Evoluton of the Tension with Planck/ΛCDM
Dataset 2

The tension is lower for more recent data.



Evoluton of the Tension with Planck/ΛCDM

Moving average of growth residuals 
(N=20)Growth residuals.



Moving Average of Redshifs and Errorbars

Redshifts and errorbars increase with time of publication 



Evolving Gef(z)

Conditions to be satisfied by viable Geff(z) parametrizations:

1.  
 

Viable parametrization: � ≥� 

at high z

Dataset1 



Evolving best ft parameter ga 

(with tme of publicaton)

Only late data are consistent with GR

Earliest 20 datapoints

Latest 20 datapoints

�=� 

Dataset2 



Basic Questons

1. What Modified Gravity models are consistent with the best fit parametrizations Geff(z) 
indicating ga<0?

2. Can viable Scalar Tensor models get reconstructed from Planck/ΛCDM and the best fit Geff(z)?

No!
Reconstruction leads to negative kinetic terms in the scalar tensor action



Reconstructon of Scalar-Tensor 
Quintessence

Scalar-Tensor Action:

Dynamical Equations:

FLRW Metric:

Dynamical Equation wrt Redshift  (eliminate potential U):



Generic Low-z Behaviour of Scalar-
Tensor Quintessence

Dynamical equation:

At z=0: G’(0)=0 implies F’(0)=0, G(0)=1 implies F(0)=1

G′ ′ ( z=0 )=2� ′ 2( z=0)−9 (1−Ω0m) (1+w0)+
9(1−Ω0m)2 (1+w0)

2� ′ 2 ( z=0)

 

� (� )=Ω0m (1+z )3+(1−Ω0 m)(1+z )3 (1+w0) 



Increasing Gef(z) for w0≤-1

G′ ′ ( z=0 )=2� ′ 2( z=0)−9 (1−Ω0m) (1+w0)+
9(1−Ω0m)2 (1+w0)

2� ′ 2( z=0)
 

� (� )≃ � (0)+ 1
2
� ′ ′ (0) z2=� (0 )+� ′2 (0)� 2 

� 0≃ −1 



Beyond low z: The Reconstructed Kinetc Term from best ft 
Gef(z) is negatvee 

General Result: In a ΛCDM background, any Geff(z) initially decreasing with z leads to 
a reconstructed scalar-tensor negative kinetic term for some range of low z.

If the tension is physical and the background is Planck/Λ CDM, then a more 
general modified gravity theory than scalar-tensor is required



Testng homogeneity of Newton’s constant with 
small scale gravity experiments

The Washington Experiment apparatus:

The torque from the holes of the rotating lower ring (attractor) on the 
holes of the upper ring (torsion pendulum) is measured by monitoring 
the pendulum twist for various ring separations and subtracted from 

the expected Newtonian torque.

Torque residuals are measured and fit 
to Yukawa and power law 

parametrizations 



Parametrizing Newton’s constant 
on sub-mm scales

Yukawa parametrization: � 2>0 

Power law parametrization: (brane world models)

Oscillating parametrization:

(f(R) theories (instabilities), Infinite Derivative Gravity)

� 2<0 

Dark Energy Scale:



Fits to the Torque Residual Data

Q: Are we seeing statistics, systematics or physics?



Statstcal Signifcance

About 10% of Newtonian Monte Carlo Datasets have deeper oscillating χ2 
minima than the actual Washington experiment dataset

There is about 10% probability that the signal is a statistical fluctuation. 
It could also be a systematic effect.



Theoretcal Models I: f(R) theories

Weak field gravity:

m2>0

m2<0

m2<0: Instabilities

m2>0: Stability



Theoretcal Models II: 
Infnite Derivatve Gravity

No instabilities for proper choice of Fi (eg exponential).

Predicted gravitational potential:

n>10 is well fit as:

No singularities!



Conclusions

Tension within ΛCDM: The best fit Plank15/ΛCDM σ8-Ω0m parameter values 
are more than 3σ away from the corresponding best fit parameter values obtained 
using the latest RSD growth rate data assuming a Planck15/ΛCDM background 
cosmology. This tension is significantly weaker for fσ8 data obtained after 2015.

Reduced Tension with Geff(z): The tension can be reduced if an evolving 
Newton’s constant is allowed leading to weaker gravity at z1. This type of 
evolution can not be reproduced in scalar-tensor theories with a ΛCDM 
background.

Sub-mm Spatially Oscillating Newton Constant: Higher derivative gravity 
models generically predict sub-mm spatial oscillations of Newton’s constant. 
Hints for such oscillations have been demonstrated to exist in the Washington 
torsion-balance experiment.



Fiducial cosmology Correcton is 
not Important



Correlatng the Datapoints does 
not change the basic results



Correlatng the Datapoints does 
not change the basic results



The fσ8(z) soluton is well ft by a 
simple parametrizaton



Cosmic Growth of Density Perturbatons

Define gauge invariant:

Perturbed metric Newtonian gauge:



Theoretcal Models I: f(R) theories

Weak field gravity:

Perturbations:

m2>0 m2<0

m2<0: Instabilities

m2>0: Stability



Consistency of Evolving Gef(z) with 
CMB Power Spectrum
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